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Management Summary
Whenever anyone goes shopping, for anything, you often hear the phrase: The only thing that is
important to me is [fill in the blank]. You can be pretty sure that this is not true, no matter what the object
is. What would be closer to the truth might be: The most important thing to me is [fill in the blank]. Now,
we are being honest, because no matter how we start out, when it comes time to make a decision, there are
many factors which need to be considered. Take for example the family car. With the cost of gas over
$4.00 per gallon, seemingly headed on an inexorable path to $5.00 or more, we start out with the best of
intentions to acquire the car with the best gas mileage in order to preserve natural resources and to lower
the operational costs of driving. However, once we get into the showroom, complexity sets in. In addition
to miles per gallon ratings, we must be concerned about things such carrying capacity, security (steering,
braking, door locks and alarms), reliability, availability (for some, an issue with an all electric car), and, oh
yes, cost. No matter what our intentions, the acquisition cost of an automobile is a major hit on the family
budget and has to be considered in the equation, even when leasing, because the costs are bundled into the
lease. In addition, someone else also may be concerned about style, maybe not functional, but important
none the less. None of this is new to the CIO of any enterprise data center, where the acquisition of
enterprise-grade servers has always been a compromise of sorts.
If the acquisition of a new server was a poker game, improved performance would be required just to
get in the game. However, today’s IT staff has redefined expectations beyond simply processor MIPS or
GHz; today you must be able to handle a variety of workloads including, but not limited to, clouds, mobile
users, and analytics. You need to have a complete virtualization story as well as delivering a low total cost
of ownership (TCO) over the life of the server. Any enterprise server must have the dynamic efficiency
required to deliver a secure enterprise cloud and be capable of executing critical compute-intensive
workloads and applications. To improve the likelihood of enterprise success, it must be able to manage
large volumes of both structured and unstructured data for real-time analytical processing. It must also be
capable of providing very high levels of security to protect critical data, in compliance with both industry
and government standards. If the IT staff wants to deploy a smarter environment, it must be able to deploy
a smarter infrastructure. In addition, it must be fast (just like a vehicle must be fuel efficient).
Fortunately, that is exactly what IBM has delivered in their new POWER7+ architecture-based server
family, furthering Power System’s presence in the enterprise data center and continuing IBM’s domination
of the UNIX application workspace that has seen
the migration of thousands of users from HP-UX
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Data Center Requirements for a Cloud
Any enterprise looking for success in the 21st
Century needs the greatest possible amount of
analytical insight so that it can operate smarter.
That enterprise requires the ability to deliver that
insight, and other services, and do it faster than
ever before.
To do that requires an IT
architecture that is optimized for big data, cloud,
mobile devices, and social media and is designed
for compute-intensive applications, with built-in
RAS1 capabilities. In addition, the smarter
enterprise needs policy-based compliance to
ensure data security and to keep the enterprise
out of the news. These data centers require
support and protection for business growth while
providing the best IT economics – to lower the
TCO of the IT infrastructure made up of
enterprise systems that can access critical data
securely and, also, the dynamic scalability of
resources to respond to continuing changes in
applications and workloads.
Today’s enterprise, whether using an internal
data center, private cloud, or public cloud, must
be able to manage the tremendous volume of
data, both structured and unstructured, that is
being amassed from a wide variety of sources. In
fact, the IT staff desires the best of both worlds –
the flexibility, self-service provisioning, and cost
of a public cloud within the security and
compliance parameters and convenience of their
own data center. Every IT organization seems
to be seeking the dynamic efficiencies offered
by the cloud to turn the data center into cloud
infrastructure.
These sources of data may be local or remote
and often growing over two-fold every 12 to 18
months. Moreover, this data must be available
for real time insight at a moment’s notice. The
continued growth of users, storage, and networking connections demand an IT architecture
that is continually evolving, increasing functionality for the security, reliability and performance of that architecture in order to execute
the mission-critical applications that have been
deployed.
However, as with the automobile, there are
no single criteria that the IT staff can use to
evaluate the solution. The utilization of both
server and storage resources is becoming a
critical factor in determining the TCO of the IT
infrastructure. The efficiency of the virtualization capabilities of the architecture, both server
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and storage, is also key in terms of software
licensing cost and the utilization of server
resources. All enterprise systems have to be
designed for the virtualized consolidation of
mission- and business-critical workloads.

IBM Power Systems
The enterprise data center needs the ability
for the servers and storage to work together as
one, thus enhancing the effectiveness and
efficiency of the architecture. The value of any
new server selection, however, can only be
determined by looking at all of the factors
affecting the enterprise data center.
Due to the very nature of a cloud, enterprise
data centers require a very secure, dynamic
environment, in order to deploy the mission- and
business-critical, compute-intensive applications
that drive the enterprise forward. This includes a
variety of applications from database and
transaction processing to business analytics,
including ERP solutions. Historically, many
enterprise data centers with mission-critical
responsibilities have deployed their application
set on an IBM mainframe or on a high-end UNIX
server, such as those available with HP-UX on
HP Integrity servers, with AIX on IBM Power
Systems, and, with Solaris on Oracle SPARC2. In
the past, these offerings have provided the data
center with high performance, high reliability,
and the scalability required to support the
dynamic growth required by enterprise
environments, with the need to redefine
performance to include faster delivery of
services, with higher quality and more efficient
economics.
Over the past few years, however, the
scalability and performance of both the HP and
Oracle product lines have been stunted by the
continually forecasted end-of-life of both the
Intel Itanium processor, upon which the HP
Integrity platform is based, and the Oracle
SPARC processor, although both continue to
breathe in 2012. This is not the case, however,
with the POWER processor or Power Systems
from IBM which have experienced continuing
innovation to keep IBM at the forefront of
change in the enterprise data center. In fact,
many data centers already have migrated their
critical UNIX workloads to IBM platforms in
order to take advantage of that innovation and the
investment protection provided by the POWER
2

1

Reliability, Availability, and Serviceability.

Née Sun Microsystems, which was acquired by
Oracle.
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Exhibit 1 — Introducing POWER7+

Source: IBM

roadmap. It should be noted that many data
centers were also looking at x86 servers for these
workloads because of the increased performance
of those processors. However, a study sponsored
by IBM indicated that, in the deployment of SAP
Business Suite 7, in three separate business
environments using AIX with a Power 720,
Power 740, and Power 750 server, each of the
Power Systems cost less over three years. It also
said that Power Systems cost 35% less than
Windows servers and 32% less than x86 Linux
platforms. In addition, concerns still remain
regarding the security and resiliency of Windows
and Linux applications on x86.
Now, the company that brought us Watson,
the reigning Jeopardy champion, has once again
raised the bar for enterprise computing that they
set with the introduction of POWER73 processors
in 2009 and continued to improve in 20104. The
new Power 770 and the new Power 780 feature
the IBM POWER7+ processor for computeintensive environments, while the enhanced
Power 7955, continues at the top of the family
3

See
dated September 21,
2009, entitled IBM Takes Command of the UNIX Data Center
– POWER7 Enables Growth, Lower Costs, available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2009040.pdf.
4
See
dated March 4, 2010,
entitled Optimizing the Enterprise Data Center – POWER7
Powers
a
Smarter
Infrastructure,
available
at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2010006.pdf.
5
See
dated September 27,
2010, entitled Raising the Ceiling on Datacenter Performance
– and Lowering the Entry-Level, as Well, available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2010043.pdf.

with POWER7 processors, but now updated with
the latest software advancements introduced with
the POWER7+ processor-based servers. Why
should the data center be looking to the POWER
family for enterprise computing? Exactly what
did IBM get for their recent $1.4B investment in
R&D? Even more specifically, why should the
data center be looking to IBM’s POWER7+ processor-based servers for their enterprise computing needs?

The POWER7+ Microprocessor
Before we look ahead to what IBM has
introduced with the Power7+, let’s take a step
back and look at what IBM has done with Power
Systems over the past decade. Power servers
have established themselves as the system of
choice for high-performance UNIX computing
and high-performance analytics. (If you don’t
believe me, just ask Watson, but please, provide
your answer in the form of a question.) In fact,
Power Systems have established a leadership
position in terms of performance, virtualization,
scalability, availability, and security in a UNIX
environment. In addition, IBM has unified AIX
and PowerLinux along with IBM i to simplify the
operation of an enterprise data center running
applications in all three environments. Power
Systems also have provided constant improvements in energy efficiency and continuous
availability. With the latest iteration of Power
Systems, IBM continues to innovate to deliver
improved value to its clients.
Now, let’s look at the POWER7+ processor,
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Exhibit 2 — Power 7+ Continues
Power Systems’ Long History of Improved Performance and Energy Savings

Source: IBM

specifically to see how it can help you make your
business an even smarter enterprise. (See Exhibit
1, at the top of the previous page, and Exhibit 2,
above.)
1. It redefines the performance that you need
to make your architecture cloud-ready and
improve the dynamic efficiency of the IT
infrastructure,
2. It improves access to data for the purpose
of business analytics (as demonstrated with
Watson) so that the IT staff can manage
large volumes of both structured and
unstructured data, and
3. It assures the security and compliance of
that data to ensure the protection of critical
data and services throughout your smarter
enterprise.
IBM’s POWER7+ processor has been designed
using two billion transistors in a 32nm technology, reduced from the 45nm form factor used
in the POWER7 architecture, resulting in faster
performance and up to eight cores per CPU.
Faster performance also is aided by each of the
following.
 The inclusion of an expanded integrated cache,
along with memory controllers and accelerators. In fact, each POWER7+ core is supported by 10MB of L3 cache, compared to
4MB in POWER7, made possible because
eDRAM only requires two transistors to
represent a bit. This means that each P7+
processor has access to 80MB of L3 cache to

use to keep active data closer to the CPU to
improve performance.
 Higher CPU frequencies of up to 4.4GHz to
provide the POWER7+ with an edge over the
POWER7, with speeds up to 3.92GHz.
 The addition of hardware accelerators to
improve the speed of memory compression
(for better utilization of physical memory) and
to enable AIX file system encryption, both
achieved while minimizing impact on application performance.
 Improvements to the processor to provide a
random number generator, and twice the single
precision floating point performance.
The POWER7+ also features new RAS
functionality to improve availability, which is not
available from POWER7 processors, including
the following.
 Additional self-healing capability for L3
cache,
 A dynamic processor fabric bus repair, and
 Processor re-initialization.
In terms of energy efficiency, once again
POWER7+ has enhanced the capability of an
enterprise infrastructure to preserve precious
natural resources and lower the TCO of the IT
architecture, continuing a tradition of improved
performance per watt for each POWER processor. In fact, a fully-configured Power 780
with POWER7+ can deliver a five times increase
in performance per watt than a Power 570 with
POWER6+ installed and a ten times increase in
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Exhibit 3 — Energy Savings Modes
 Nap Mode – The execution unit of a core
can be stopped while the L2 and L3 caches
continue to operate, saving about 10% of
consumed electricity. It requires about 10
microseconds to reconnect the core to the
cache.
 Deep Sleep Mode – A core is turned off and
the L2 cache is shut down after moving its
contents to the L3 cache. This reduces
energy consumption by 80%. However, this
requires an additional 4.5 milliseconds to
restore the core to an operating state.
 Winkle Mode – In this mode a core, L2
cache, and L3 cache are shut down after
flushing the L3 cache to the other seven L3
cache modules and preserving the L2 cache.
This can reduce power consumption for the
core by 95% at a cost of about 10
milliseconds to restore it.
Source: IBM

performance per watt than a Power 570 with
POWER5+ installed. Specifically, IBM has
enhanced the energy power gating on a per core
basis, enabling any core to take a nap, go to
sleep, or even enter “winkle” mode, enabling an
energy savings of 55% as compared to an IBM
POWER7 processor-based server. See Exhibit 3
(above) for an explanation of each mode.
In addition, POWER7+ has the capability to
enable its processors to overclock in cases where
heating and cooling resources are adequate,
enabling processors to run at higher frequency to
provide improved performance for application
workloads.
The latest firmware being introduced with
the POWER7+ announcement also extends the
number of partitions allowed, doubling the
number of VMs support from 10 to 20, and also
doubles the number of concurrent Live Partition
Mobility moves from 8 to 16, enabling a more
efficient virtualization.
However, there is more to the improved
performance, efficiency, availability, and lower
TCO of Power servers beyond the enhanced
CPU. The Power7+ architecture-based systems
take advantage of many new innovations from
IBM in both hardware and software, to be
described in the next section.

New Power Systems
The IBM Power Systems family includes a
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full spectrum of enterprise-level systems
designed to make innovation a driver for the
growth of your enterprise, enabling a smarter
infrastructure, and a smarter enterprise, with
servers optimized for big data and computeintensive applications. At the same time, we will
see that the new Power Systems lower the TCO
of the IT infrastructure with dynamic and
scalable resource allocation and enterprise-level
virtualization in order to respond to changes in
workload requirements. The improved workloads include databases with critical back-end
requirements and transaction processing workloads that demand the highest throughput
possible, available via POWER7+ processor
technology. Furthermore, IBM has done this
while delivering systems with a higher RAS level
(derived from IBM’s mainframe technology)
with policy-based compliance via PowerSC to
ensure data security in a compliant environment.
IBM has just re-invigorated two of their
Power Systems with the POWER7+ processor:
the IBM Power 770 and the IBM Power 780.
(See Exhibit 4, at the top of the next page, for
comparisons.) Both of these servers have the
capability to run AIX, IBM i, and IBM
PowerLinux operating environments. IBM continues its attack on HP’s and Oracle’s installed
base of UNIX servers, and enhances IBM i
platform choices, all the while keeping the
Windows and Linux on x86 competition in its
rear-view mirror.
All Power Systems come with a full set of
optimized software solutions, including IBM
PowerVM for virtualization, IBM Systems
Director for management with automation, IBM
SmartCloud Entry for optimized cloud, IBM
PowerSC for trusted security and compliance,
and IBM PowerHA SystemMirror Enterprise
Edition for resiliency without down time.

Power 770
The Power 770 can be configured with up to
48 POWER7+ cores running at 4.2GHz or 64
cores at 3.8GHz, with up to either 12 or 16 cores
in each 4U node. The new Power 770 increases
the per-core performance and overall scalability
over the Power7 model as a result of higher clock
speeds and expanded L3 cache, all with
enterprise-class RAS features throughout.

Power 780
The Power 780 is positioned as the high-end
modular POWER7+ processor-based server and
now can be configured with up to 128 cores
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Exhibit 4 — The New P770 and P780
Category

Today’s Power 770

Processor

• POWER7 45nm

L3 Cache
Configurations

•
•
•
•
•

Hardware
Accelerators
Other Processor
Features

New Power 770
• POWER7+ 32 nm

4 MB per core
•
64 cores @ 3.3 GHz •
48 cores @ 3.7 GHz •
Software compression•
Software encryption •
•
•

RAS

10 MB per core
64 cores @ 3.8 GHz
48 cores @ 4.2 GHz
Memory compression
AIX file system encryption
Random number generator
Enhanced Single Precision
Floating Point performance

Today’s Power 780
• POWER7 45nm

• 4MB per core
• 10MB per core
• 96 cores @ 3.44GHz • 128 cores @ 3.72GHz
• 64 core @ 3.92GHz • 64 cores @ 4.42GHz
• Memory Compression
• AIX file system encryption
• Random number generator
• Enhanced single precision
• Floating Point performance

Software

• Self-healing capability for L3
Cache functions
• Dynamic processor fabric bus
repair
• Processor re-initialization
• Enhanced energy power gating
• 20 VMs per core
• 10 VMs per Core
• 16 concurrent LPMs
• 8 Concurrent LPMs
• Dynamic Platform Optimizer

CoD

• Easier CoD enablement keys

Energy
Virtualization

• 10 VMs per core
• 8 concurrent LPMs

New Power 780
• POWER7+ 32nm

New Benefit
 Faster performance
 Faster performance
 Faster performance
 Faster performance
 Faster performance

 Better availability
• Multi-system pooling of
compute resources
• Dynamic processor fabric bus
repair
Enhanced energy power gating 

20 VMs per Core
16 Concurrent LPMs
Dynamic Platform Optimizer 

• Initial quantity of Elastic CoD 
(On/Off) processor and memory
days included
• Flexible CoD enablement keys
•
•
•
•

More energy efficient
More efficient for virtualization
More efficient for virtualization
Less complex to manage
Greater flexibility

Source: IBM

running at 3.72GHz or 64 cores at 4.42GHz, with
up to either 16 or 32 cores in each 4U node, with
Elastic Capacity on Demand6 built-in, along with
the shared resources of multiple Power Systems
in a Power Systems Pool. These pools enable the
data center to aggregate resources to deliver more
compute performance where it is needed to attain
the highest levels of flexibility and resiliency.
Elastic Capacity on Demand operates much like
you would utilize a public utility, using service
when you need it and paying as you prefer –
either prepaying or being invoiced later. A
Power Systems Pool may consist of up to 10
Power 780 servers with POWER7+ processors
and/or Power 795 servers processors.
Exactly how much compute power does the
Power 780 have? In terms of relative performance with earlier models in the Power
family, the answer is a lot. The Power 780
carries an rPerf7 rating of 1380.19. This is more
than twice the performance of the initially
introduced POWER7 version of the Power 780,
at 685.09, and almost 10 times the rPerf of the
POWER6-based Power 570, at 134.35. As a
6

Elastic Capacity on Demand enables spare cores to respond
to unexpected workload requirements using pre-paid credits or
quarterly billing in arrears.
7
rPerf is an estimate of commercial processing performance
relative to other IBM UNIX systems. It is derived from an
IBM analytical model which uses characteristics from IBM
internal workloads, TPC and SPEC benchmarks. The model
simulates some of the system operations such as CPU, cache
and memory.

result, the new Power 780 increases the scalable
range, enabled by an increased core count and the
same expanded L3 cache as the Power 770, along
with scalable resources, and enterprise-class RAS
features throughout.
Some models of both the Power 770 and 780
systems can be configured with the new EXP30
Ultra SSD I/O Drawer to improve transaction
response time and accelerate operational
procedures with up to 30 SSDs, or 11.6TBs of
storage, in addition to 48 HDDs. The 1U EXP30
can cut batch windows by up to 50% to improve
service levels. In addition, the EXP30 combines
performance and density to save space and
energy by reducing significantly the number of
hard drives required, but exactly how much depends on capacity, utilization, and I/O operations.
In addition, IBM continues to protect the
investment made by the enterprise data center in
POWER architecture with upgrades from
POWER6, POWER6+, and POWER7 CPUs to
the POWER7+. In fact, POWER7+ architecturebased servers not only will increase application
performance over earlier models, but they can
lower energy consumption, by as much as 70%
when upgrading from a POWER6-based Power
595 to a POWER7+ Power 780, with the same
processor, memory and I/O configuration.

Power 795
IBM continues to offer the Power 795 at the
top of the Power Systems family, with an rPerf
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Exhibit 5 — Enhancements to Power 795

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High-end POWER7 server
Up to 256 cores @ 4.0 GHz
Up to 128 cores @ 4.25 GHz
1 - 8 processor books
Up to 1,000 VMs
Dynamic Platform Optimizer
Active Memory Mirroring

✓Now up to 16 TB Memory
✓Now up to 20 VMs per-core
✓New Integrated Bus & I/O adapters
✓Built-in Elastic Capacity on Demand
✓Share resources in a Power Systems Pool
✓Enterprise RAS
Source: IBM

rating of 2,812.72. (See Exhibit 5 above). The
795 can be configured with twice the core count
of the Power 780, up to 256 POWER7 cores at
4.0GHz, or 128 cores at 4.25GHz. The Power
795 supports up to eight processor books and up
to 1000 VMs per system, the same maximum
number of VMs now being enabled on the Power
770 and Power 780. It also supports the same
dynamic platform optimization being delivered
on POWER7+ servers, along with standard
Active Memory Mirroring for Hypervisor8 and
twice the memory, now up to 16TB per system,
if running AIX 6.1 or later. The Power 795
enjoys the same Elastic Capacity on Demand and
shared resources as the new Power 780.
The capability to deploy more applications
onto fewer, more highly scalable Power Systems
makes these Power servers uniquely qualified to
enable a private cloud deployment. Power
Systems can run many diverse workloads on
fewer, scalable servers, allowing applications to
access more shared resources in order to maximize utilization, temporarily or permanently.
Larger VMs and more VMs per core can be
supported with fewer nodes and less overhead for
clustering. These features also will enable
reduced costs for some software licensing.

IBM Power Systems Solution Edition
for Cloud
The IBM Power Systems Solution Edition for
Cloud is a pre-built and pre-installed entry cloud
system that allows quick and easy deployment of
VMs and other resources for enterprise-class
8

Active Memory Mirroring for Hypervisor is roughly
equivalent to RAID-1 in disk arrays, in that memory where
which the system hypervisor resides is mirrored.

performance, availability and IT efficiency to
realize the value of the cloud immediately. With
the new Power 770 as a foundation, along with
IBM SmartCloud Entry, the enterprise can deliver
very high levels of reliability, scalability, and
serviceability, with custom configurability. All
of this allows the benefits of cloud to be realized
almost immediately.
A Power System is an ideal server to deploy
a private cloud within an enterprise data center.
Power systems deliver the flexibility of a public
cloud within the security, and convenience of
your own data center as exemplified by the
following.
 Instant, seamlessly deployed, elastic scalability
to accelerate deployment of new services and
respond to changes in the business environment.
 Outstanding IT efficiency and lower cost as a
result of “pay as you go” and “pay for use”
charges.
 Trusted security and resiliency for your
mission- and business-critical applications.
 Easy to use, self-service interface to enable a
faster deployment with purpose-built systems.
 Flexibility to run the AIX, IBM i, and
PowerLinux applications that the enterprise
requires.
IBM estimates that a private cloud deployed
on Power for UNIX or Linux applications can
deliver one core of performance with up to 8GB
of memory on a Power 770 using Elastic
Capacity on Demand for $0.67 per hour, with the
trusted security and resiliency required for most
critical applications in the data center.
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IBM PowerVM
IBM has been a leader in virtualization
innovation on Power systems for more than a
decade, with the arrival of Logical Partitions in
1999, Dynamic LPARs in 2001, CUoD9 in 2002,
Virtual I/O and Micro-Partitioning in 2004, and
Live Partition Mobility and Utility CoD in 2007.
Now, IBM has added Elastic CoD and Power
Systems Pools to that long list of innovation
along with a new version of IBM PowerVM
(2.2.2), providing the Power Systems family of
servers with the advanced server virtualization
that is required to reduce IT infrastructure costs,
improve service levels, and manage risk.
PowerVM enables continuous resource adjustments across all partitions and operating
environments to optimize performance and
minimize energy consumption. The latest version enables an enterprise-grade virtualization for
AIX, IBM i, and PowerLinux with new functionality.
 Improved partition mobility performance to
double concurrency and to accelerate mobility
and business agility,
 A new VIOS performance advisor10 to
optimize performance and improve service,
 Enhanced partitioning flexibility for up to 20
VMs per core, and
 Improved scaling for more effective storage
management and utilization.

IBM Systems Director
IBM Systems Director provides the Power
Systems family with automation and management. It automates data center operations
with cloud-ready virtual infrastructures, unifies
the management of both physical and virtual
resources, and simplifies the management of
optimized systems, enabling a single view of
energy usage in the data center. The latest
version of Systems Director, v6.3.2, increases
infrastructure efficiency and IT productivity
while lowering the TCO. This is achieved by
increasing the number of managed endpoints
using a single interface and reducing the network
management complexity of pooled resources,
including AIX, PowerLinux, and IBM i.
IBM VMControl v2.4.2 enables dynamic
9

Capacity Upgrade on Demand.
It polls and collects key performance metrics before
analyzing results and providing a health check report and
proposes changes to the environment or areas to investigate
further. Its goal is to provide an expert system view of
voluminous performance metrics already available.
10
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response to business demands, providing Power
Cloud scalability enhancements for increased
flexibility and scale for cloud deployments.
VMControl simplifies the creation and management of standardized virtual appliances and
system pools, combinations of VMs on multiple
servers that can be managed as a single entity.
This includes both PowerVM for Power
Systems’ virtualization needs and VMware for
your x86 servers. VMControl supports advanced
management functions, such as health check and
management topology mappings.

IBM SmartCloud Entry
IBM SmartCloud Entry provides easy-to-use
cloud provisioning and management to enable
the smaller enterprise to deploy a private cloud
with standard cloud services. It enables the
smaller data center to create a shared environments that simplifies the management of data
center resources through a self-service portal.
Version 2.4 of SmartCloud Entry extends the
features to include heterogeneous management
and support for IBM i System pools.

IBM PowerSC
IBM PowerSC provides security and compliance for all Power Systems, thus enabling the
IT staff to save on operational expenses. It
simplifies the management and measurement of
security and compliance, reduces the cost of
both, improves the detection and reporting of any
security exposure, and improves the auditing to
meet reporting requirements.
PowerSC Express Edition v1.1 enables the
data center to automate, accelerate, and reduce
the cost of compliance, with real time compliance
monitoring, while the new PowerSC Trusted
Surveyor v1.1 enables the data center to gain
insight into the compliance of the virtual
network. It monitors network segregation policy
compliance and provides an independent audit of
the virtualized network landscape to measure that
compliance.

PowerHA SystemMirror Enterprise
Edition
PowerHA SystemMirror Enterprise Edition
v7 provides the data center with resiliency
without down time in the following ways.
 Providing the data center with a simplified
HA/DR implementation and management,
 Improving the two-site availability and
recovery,
 Providing immediate recovery from a two-site
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storage outage, and
 Reducing the cost of maintaining O/S and HA
compatibility.
This resiliency makes a multi-site recovery
system easier to deploy and manage, enabling
host- and storage-based replication services for
geographically dispersed topologies. It also
provides multi-site cluster-wide AIX commands
and HyperSwap for continuously available
storage in multi-site topologies.

Conclusion
The smarter enterprise is the one that deploys
the smarter infrastructure, not just the smarter
server, but an entire infrastructure that provides
the enterprise with total scalability in a unified
environment. A cloud architecture provides the
enterprise with the flexibility and self-service
scalability that it needs, but a private cloud may
be a better answer for the enterprise looking for
improved security and reliability. It is clear that
no matter what IT architecture is chosen, it must
be optimizable for big data and provide better
analytics for real time insight for mission-critical
enterprise applications.
To get there, the enterprise requires not only
better performance but better price/performance,
too. With high-end POWER processors and the
IBM Power Systems family, your enterprise can
achieve both, especially in the compute-intensive
environment that analytics demand, one that can
take advantage of all of the innovation provided
by IBM. To stay there, the enterprise needs the
investment protection available from a vibrant
architecture.
With higher performance, increased scalability, and expanded functionality, IBM Power
Systems continue to provide the enterprise with
the technology and solutions that are required to
support a multiplicity of applications and workloads.
In fact, Power Systems
servers have established a
leadership position in terms of
performance,
virtualization,
scalability, availability, and
security in a UNIX environment – and they are fast! If
you’re not sure if IBM’s
Power servers are the answer
for your data center, just ask
Watson.
SM
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